
AccuDrop Sort QC Procedure 

2. Expand Specimen_001 and Tube_001. 

3. Set the current tube pointer to Tube_001. 

4. Open the sort layout by double-clicking it. 

The AccuDrop procedure is used to ensure that the correct droplet is being sorted 
(meaning, the drop containing a cell you want to sort). This is a vital part of QC 
and must be performed anytime the Drop 1 and Gap reference values in the 
white box are changed to match actual values in grey by more than +/- 8 drops.   
 Note: Before beginning this procedure, make sure the stream is stable and the 
Sweet Spot is on. 
 
1. Open the Accudrop Drop Delay template from the Experiment menu. 
 

5. Get the Accudrop beads from the small fridge above the flammables cabinet. If there is no premade tube 
prepare the Accudrop Bead Tube using 2 drops of beads / 0.5 ml 1XPBS from the 50ml syringe with .2um 
filter. 
6. Load the Accudrop Beads on the sorter making sure the event rate is between 1000-3000/sec. 
7. Turn on the Voltage in the Side Stream window. 
8. Select Test Sort in the Side Stream window. 
9. Verify that there are 5 clean streams (4 side streams and 1 center stream) observed in the side stream 
window. 
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10. De-select Test Sort in the Side Stream window. 
11. In the Sort Layout be sure that the P1 gate is being sorted into the inside Left position (this is the 
default in the template) 
12. Click the Sort button and select “cancel” when prompted. 

13. Engage the Optical Filter in the  side stream window.  

Manual Drop Delay procedure: 
14. Set the Precision mode to Initial in the Sort Layout. 
15. Adjust the Drop Delay value in 1-drop increments (Ctl-click arrow control) to achieve close to 100% intensity 
in the left side stream. Wait a few seconds after each click for a complete response to the Delay change. 
16. Change  the Precision mode  from Initial to Fine Tune in the Sort Layout view. 
17. Adjust the Drop Delay value in 0.03-drop increments (click arrow control) to achieve >98% 
deflection in the left side stream. Wait a few seconds after each click for a complete response to the Delay 
change. 
18. Match the Reference Drop 1 and Gap to the Actual in the Stream Window.  

Auto Delay Drop Delay procedure: 
14. Click on Auto delay button in the Side Stream 
windows. 
15. Select Start Run in the Auto Drop Delay dialog. 
16. Monitor the Auto Drop Delay dialog for progress. A 
message appears when the process  is completed. The 
Delay will be set to the optimal setting.  
17. Click Exit 
18. Match the Reference Drop 1 and Gap to the Actual 
in the Stream Window.  
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19. Unload the Accudrop Beads 
20. Clean the system with 10% bleach followed by filtered Water.  
 

Verify the 4 side streams are positioned to sort into each tube. 
21. Turn on the Voltage in the Side Stream window. 
22. Select Test Sort in the Side Stream window. 
23. Verify that there are 5 clean streams (4 side streams and 1 center stream) observed in the sort 
window. 
24. Open the Aria Hood to get access to the sort chamber. 

 

NOTE: The drop delay value will remain fixed for subsequent sort experiments. It will not need to be 
adjusted again until the Actual Drop 1 moves more than +/- 8  or a different nozzle tip is used.   

29. Deselect the Waste Drawer, close the sort 
chamber door and lower the Aria Hood. 
30. The system is now ready to begin a sorting 
experiment. 

27. Click on the Waste Drawer in the Stream Window 
28. Check to be sure that each side stream is aiming toward the center of its tube and the Center 
stream is in the middle of the waste scupper.  
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25. Load the Sample Collection holder into the 
sort chamber with four empty FACS tubes. 
26. Open the sort chamber by unscrewing the 
lock. !!CAUTION!! When the Voltage is on, 
Indicated by the red light, DO NOT touch the 
metal deflection plates. 


